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Dedication

 My dad who pasted away 2 and half years ago.
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Acknowledgement

 I would like to Acknowledge everybody who I put a smile on their face when they read my poetry.
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About the author

 Before I started writing poetry and doing photography I taught

dance for 20 years now I have come to a path in my life where

my love for my work and the lust for my words should be

combined to help put a smile on whom ever set their eyes

upon my passion.

These are my encounters with life, love and happiness, please

take my journey to heart and walk with me through my videos

"life through my lens" only on Youtube and live with me on the

greatest adventure of my life, because it's all about our life we

live to love.
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The next level

Just let it free.

Behind your soul

Beauty inside.

My thoughts.

The feel of your touch.

True fire

I am with you.

Everything more.

"stop motion"

Being alone

Taking challenges

A million pieces.
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Every path is an adventure.

Nothing but amazing.

One heart that is yours.

Deep inside myself.

As true as my life can tell you.

For better or for......ever.

A ball of fire wrapped around me.

The good, the bad and the.....

Life through my lens.

Golden bird of prey

Holding your heart.

The apple of my eye.

Having you.

Always my first.

True friendship.

Inside me is inside you.

Stopping my heart.

All persons want to be...

That's life.

Always beautiful

You fill my life.

total passion.

Shhhhhh it's a secret.

Life can give you.

My new video on Youtube
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Funny.

WIN dow

My future knowing

Footsprints

A standing shadow

Love my burning lava

My precious diamond.

Frozen tear drops

Utmost passion

My Ocean's breeze.

From here and there

This is my new "Life through my lens" video.

My oxygen

Larger then life

Truth of joy.

My new video

Another time.

Being first and last.

 i want to give you.....

Warming? a touch of ice.

Energy that flows

A reason to doubt...

what I believe in....

Heart you Attack.

Lasting flame
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The right place.

Beauty

In my direction.

Always walking beside you.

A beautiful Fairytale.

Tulips

Your love.. Your passion.

always believe
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 A path to everywhere.

"Happiness is always a way to somebody's heart, a smile is a never ending path to happiness"
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 Ladybug

As the grass grows, and the sunset shimmers, a fire burns at the moons breath.
Not a hint of tigers scent, not a hint of a ladybugs stroll.
What once was considered sacred, is now, an earths glow.
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 Let me admire you.

 Let me walk around you, and let me admire you from every angle, let me see how I love you from head to toe.
It is the shear quality of my mind, body and soul that you are all around me. 
This is what I love about you. This is my one chance to show you how I can feel alive, and when you are holding me I
feel like I want to live forever.
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  truth of one's world

Passion, love, and lust,  are the recipie of lifes never ending circle of forbiden happyness.
An energy will ingulf the true self, and only the mirror turn up side down will show you an endless self of seed.
Take the hand that holds the key to ones heart.
Imbrace the need to show the happyness that loves to hide behind the cloud of darkness.
Only then you will find the truth of one's world.......... you.
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 A razers edge!

Open your eye's and find the  blossom of many flowers.
A razers edge, a pedal's softness. life's only reason is a downward slide, 
and only you can swim upward through a sea of a never ending waterfall.
The magic of life is to fall towards the joy of its smile.
imbrace it, care for it, this "it" is the whole of you, and you are nothing but a whole.
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 Imagine

Imagine a world with peace.
Imagine life without wonders.
Imagine to care when nothing matters.
Imagine that when I'm wide awake I still dream of you.
Imagine how to live when you are down.
Imagine that all it takes to live life is to imagine.
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 Infinity of love

 
You can walk a thousand miles, talk a hundered words, but in my mind I will be walking an endless path that I know will
show me only happyness, and the sand that passes through your eyes, is a reminder that a friend can love, not just
once but an infinity of love. 
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 Free yourself

It's all around us, and the freedom!  we can only unlock, if our mind feels the energy, and our salvation lets in the hiding
we hold, and the excape, we desire to hope for.
To see what we feel, and to know what we lust  is only our love for the universe, so don't hide yourself..... just let it free.
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 Love your heart

Blowing in the wind is the softness of a feathers wings this is a true beauty of an Angelfishes rainbow and this is the
eyes that shines as bright as your ora.
You have an energy that in all worlds should love all creatures, and that is why you are loved by all who has fallen in
love with your heart.
You are a true Angel
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 Insane.

On days when you feel insane, close your eyes and picture a warmth like no other, picture a warmth that always makes
you crazy with memorys of hope, love and self awhereness.
Let the tears run wild with flowing crystals of yesterdays warmth. never forget that you are still here to make this world
wonderful and with everyday you breath is a life time I never want to end.
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 Black and white.

   Red, pink, and yellow are the colours of my hearts density. Blue, green, orange are my lifes holdings of a spectrum of
true beauty. black and white is what my eyes see as everywhere turns to my everything. As I walk among my faith
looking at where every beauty that my heart can turn heads I look at what my life as given me and I will never ever take
so much colour that at times seem black and white.            
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 A cloud of softness

A cloud is the softness of the sky worth looking at, an endless view of a pleasent heart that beats the sound of a
beautiful life.
Give all you have that will help a person in need and it will be you that will see an endless softness of a pleasent heart
worth giving.
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 Love much.

 wisdom? To know your wisdom is to see your beautiful face.
Live Well,will live forever in your heart. 
Laugh Often,and your smile will always be loved. 
Love Much...this I know because look around you angel and you will see you are loved much.
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 Sweet nothingness

The finer things in life is a leaf blowing along the wind.
whirling around so softly in peace, the sun beam bouncing off the snow tip mountains. And I say to myself live with the
mightest of hope that a melody will melt our sweet nothingness.
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 Open Beauty

Open your eyes to my world full of love. 
Open my eyes with the love that is you. 
Open a beauty that I can bring you. 
Open my eyes to a true beauty called you.
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 Harmony of my heart.

 
As I walk among my life at large, I feel the light within the darkness apone thee,I follow my path along this journey, a
mountain top with clouds they hover, I love my life a true adventure, A story told with every turn around the earth, in
many worlds, I always stop to smell the hope that my gypsy life will never end.fore only the fortune tellers can hint a way
my distany will lead. Life is great, and even with my saddness, I turn a cheek,put a hermonica to my lips and alone I
walk along the tracks, my backpack filled with nothing and everything and all I need is a friendship closer then anybody
can give me and that friendship is, the love, peace and harmony of my heart. 
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 Know yourself

Falling in love is easy when you know what you are looking for.
It's the love that hides inside our innerself that is hard to find.
You must get through the hate, and negitive thoughts to find the way to your love.
Hold these thoughts close to you because it's a matter of time before you really get to know yourself.
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 True Fire

The fire that burns a hollowness in your heart, may not be what it seems and only the truth of failure, will bring the
closeness
That is only seen by the hand of true fire.
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 Aqua true.

On days you feel aqua, look at the wonders of your inner ocean to find that you must tread with the big fish before you
can live a true blue of the whale, and you must remove from the shoulders of a memory well spent.
Dive deep and unhook every thought that brings saddness, and you will find that happiness will always swim beside you.
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 An arrow.

The reflection of my life is all I have and the thought of imbrassing your lips, brings me to a sanity, and peace that the
love is
only a calming, where my sight is on an arrow..... 
distant for your heart.
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 Blowing in the wind.

The finer things in life is a leaf blowing along the wind.
whirling around so softly in peace, the sun beam bouncing off the snow tip mountains. And I say to myself live with the
mightest of hope that a melody will melt our sweet nothingness.
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 Walking a circle

I love life because of you! You make me happy to be me ,this is the importance of feeling the warmth of your touch.
When I look into your eyes I see the passion and disire, of a beautiful person.
A person whom I can share my deepest wishes with, my deepest feelings with, and most of all, the love that has
imbraced my mind.
Never walk away when the path you walk is a circle.
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 Falling in you.

 
I love the feel of your touch, against my lips,as I gently crest your hair,I can't help hearing your heart against my ears.
you have eyes like no other,a smile like an angel of life, and forgiveness that I just adore. 
Always and forgiveness is the only thing that will make the world fall in love with you. 
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 The next level

 
Is it fate when you fly into my heart. Is it a circle that is only plain to see? at my expense I would always smile when you
walk into a room. Let me hold you close to the friendship I have to offer. Let me enjoy your smile that other are so lucky
to see. Lets get close and take our next adventure to the next level of fun and excitement. 
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 Just let it free.

It's all around us, and the freedom!  we can only unlock, if our mind feels the energy, and our salvation lets in the hiding
we hold, and the excape, we desire to hope for.
To see what we feel, and to know what we lust  is only our love for the universe, so don't hide yourself..... just let it free.
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 Behind your soul

In this world my dear Stranger it's hard to find a beauty like no other, a person you can trust and be passionate about. 
You are a strong in life with a heart that races faster then the speed of sound only I can hear, what others take for
granted.
I love the touch of your smile and only you can take my hand and show me the light behind your soul.
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 Beauty inside.

Love is a way of how I am feeling, with you on my mind, these thoughts they do wander how can I sleep with lust in my
eyes and you all alone. I wish to make you happy with only my wishes and let me hold you and never let go.  
Miles away, and with beauty inside I have a feeling I'm falling for you.                            
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 My thoughts.

My thoughts were once surrounded by truth, and as I get closer to your untidy world, I have learned that only Happyness
will never be real until my love is all about me.
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 The feel of your touch.

I love the feel of your touch, against my lips,as I gently crest your hair,I can't help hearing your heart against my ears.
you have eyes like a star twinkling in my soul,a smile like an angel of life, and forgiveness that I just adore.
Always and forgiveness is the only thing that will make the world fall in love with you.
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 True fire

The fire that burns a hollowness in your heart, may not be what it seems and only the truth of failure, will bring the
closeness, the passion, the fight for sheer love, I don't want you to call me a liar when That is only seen by the hand of a
true fire.
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 I am with you.

Today was my tomorrow and my tomorrow is my yesterday and I was thinking the thoughts that I thought were true. I
was someday wishing you would love me and I felt the feelings I forgot to forgive and It dawned on me that in the end I
am with you today.
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 Everything more.

I was a tornado when I came into your life and the storm was an intense feeling of lust and as the hurricane slowed
down to a tropical Recession, the sun beamed like the mother nature intended. I loved how our feelings will always be a
rainbow with nothing less and everything more.
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 "stop motion"

My life as a photographer is being able to stop life in motion.
With every click of a button I bring life to a beautiful image, that I'm ecstatic to share with all of the eyes that I call my
friends.
So please share my words that I put alive into my pictures, that all I want is for you to fall into love with my life I call.....
"stop motion".
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 Being alone

I would be alone if it wasn't for you.
I would feel alone if you weren't on my mind.
I'm never alone when you are the magic in my life.
in this life being alone is a reality for many.
In my life my reality is being alone with you
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 Taking challenges

Taking challenges in life is what keeps us on our toes.
Taking challenges in life is a life's learning, and it's finding the way to where we want to go, and There's no point in
walking nowhere when all you see is a somewhere.
It's everything clichÃ© that will give you what your hearts desire and with that beautiful smile it's in my heart to make you
the girl I see, and the girl I want. :)
But to be real...you are a beauty, that is my heart that I challenge to have.
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 A million pieces.

It was your eyes of a thousand emeralds that penetrated my heart of pure energy.
It was your coloured lips of a million rubys that laid down in my world of hope.
It is the touch of your words that makes me quiver with intense love.
It is and always will be the thousands and millions of diamonds that are the pieces that fit together to become you.
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 Belongs to everyone

Remember the whispers when that person told you they cared about you, only the actions was like a reflection of
everything nice and everything that makes you think.
Their whispers are what was everything you loved about them and now that everything is now an everyday wind that
blows through your heart that NOW!! belongs to everyone.
Give it time and they will come back to you.
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 When you say nothing.

  When you say nothing, it's the tears of joy and your smile that tells me everything.
When you touch my hand, it's the sound of your heart that drowns out everything that is sad.
when you breath, you take my breath away, when you are away I can still see that I lust for your body, your soul and
most of all....
Say nothing, because everything you have said to me, I have gathered into my own rainbow of Ecstasy.      
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 My Angel

I see the world when I peer into your eyes.I love the look when I see only you, when I peer into your soul.It's when I'm
looking to the west that I feel you on my east, when Im at odds when you, are in my life.We will always be together when
my life stands still, we will always love each other when I peer into your heaven.Never will I walk away when you are
sad.Never will I run away when you are unhappy and listen to my heart when I say, that it's not just my love that is in
love with you, it's everybody who has ever walked beside you.  I see your world, I see into your eyes and what I see is
pure heaven...my angel.                                                     
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 Respect yourself

Riding high can be a low in your life if you are not strong.Riding a life that is always real if you never lay to rest the
demons that sometimes take control. Lets be honest with ourselves and everything will be great. Do not say you are
sorry if you are not! Do not say anything if it's nothing positive.In the end you will be brought back to reality.....and the
reality is if you are going to get high, please have respect for yourself and don't.
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 My addiction

I didn't mean to get addicted, it was so hard when It over came me, and as the Minutes turned into hours I was getting
more and more addicted.
At first I didn't like the feelings when the addiction took over my mind, and like anybody I tried to fight it. Now I know that
I will live forever with this drug called love
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 It's a beautiful night to.....

  It's a beautiful night to dream about what you want in life. It's a beautiful moon tonight that makes me want to dream.
Tonight I want you to be beautiful. Tonight I need you more then ever. I need you to say you love me.
"Tonight It's beautiful to dream about the moon, when I say that in life I love you more then ever".   
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 Smile

  A smile is something that should be contagious and never be hidden, and at times it seems to wanna touch the ground
we walk on.
Give me that virus I call a smile that is the greatest gift of all.
There is something about a smile that to me should reach the skies of many colours.
These are thoughts, visions, goals, and as I daydream I'm faced with the reality that there is nothing more precious then
you are my beautiful smile. 
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 Never hold back

A beauty that shines so bright, there is no hiding the inner strength that your eyes cry out. As soft as a lilly, the passion
you feel must be weakness inside out.
I love the energy, with in your soul.
Never hold back.
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 Break your heart.

I never want to break your heart, when our ups and downs get tiring. I never want to see you down only up. I'm never
easy to please, but I am easy to love. I want nothing but to love you and to show you that with you is easy to break into
your heart and do what we all dream of doing......... loving
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 Behind your soul.

In this world my dear lady, it's hard to find a beauty like no other, a person you can trust and be passionate about. 
You are a strong in life with a heart that races faster then the speed of sound only I can hear, what others take for
granted.
I love the touch of your smile and only you can take my hand and show me the light behind your soul.
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 A friend like you forever.

 It takes more then words to bring life to a positive stand still. It takes positive words to still stand.
Look around you and see that you have more to life then yourself. Everyday can be bright, just listen to the wind as it
talks with words of wisdom that are ment to last within you.
Let those who are there to make you happy and to be with you till the end.
My dream is to have you as my friend...My dream is to have a friend like you forever
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 At the hands of Christmas.

It's the excitement of an everyday event that this time of year brings us.
It's the excitement of children laughing that puts a smile on our faces.
It's that smile when your child looks up at you on Christmas day and says " Did Santa eat the cookies and milk that I put
out for him?" and it is the eyes as big as roses as a tear of joy looks up at you and you hold their hand and say " No it
was the easter bunny".
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 Every path is an adventure.

Adventure isn't a trip around the world.
Adventure is finding the greatness of your mind.
Adventure, a path well noticed, in the darkness of all life, comes knowledge, that no other can hold but a feeling deep
down that is inriched by ones inner self.
Only then can you sprint towards a cliff that leads to an upward destiny.
Never leave yourself and yourself will never lose sight of what is so crusal in life.
True friendship.        
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 Nothing but amazing.

This is just the way it is and always listen to this before you hate it.
Follow your heart as you step forward towards the oceans blue and love the sky as it opens you up to fill your life with
nothing but a beautiful sunshine.
your world is amazing, so grab hold of it and never let go.
Please Be amazed that you own this world you walk because it takes one heart to beat and because of your heart, this
is why you are nothing but amazing.
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 One heart that is yours.

  It's a shame that I never get to see the smiles my poetry carves onto your faces.
True beauty is reality in its self,and one smile is my rose that will create a thousand words that I know will touch ten
thousand hearts.
Nevertheless numbers are only numbers I will always be all smiles with one heart that is yours.
Thank you.   
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 Deep inside myself.

With a world of wonder like a shooting star, its glow  a strength of well being, all alone with nowhere to go
I wonder, what path my life will walk.
As I walk along the valley of life, I'm reminded of the internal freedom, we call faith.
The mind that wanders back and fourth, is a voice all to it's own.
You just need to face a fight worth living, only then can you send a messenger to collect whats hidden deep inside
yourself.
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 As true as my life can tell you.

As true as life can tell you, that the wisdom of her roaring fire., holding me tightly, I feel
the passion of her fingers inside my love, my lasting flower.
with every step my aroma takes me is everywhere my soul desire.
Counting backwards from ten to my beginning and in the end I lost my counting, this was one...two and three it doesn't
matter, my life is set as long as I keep the ambers burning I will always be happy and as true as my life can tell you.
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 For better or for......ever.

We are supposed to be with each other forever and that seems to last along time.                       Open your heart and let
our memorys live with the thoughts of missing one another.                  Without saying a word we are at awe with every
feeling that are touched.   Everyday that walks by, every time you hold me it gets better, and I know that it was the right
words we spoke when you told me that life with both of us will always be for better and for...ever.
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 A ball of fire wrapped around me.

  Now that the past has slipped away, let the future begin, let the "kiss me's" be all about you and let the "hug me's" be
with me in your heart of many colours I will never look at you differently when all you want to do is be the same.
It's in the past so please pass me the happiness I deserve and I will make a pass at your smile a gleeming endless ball
of fire wrapped around me. 
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 The good, the bad and the.....

Being fake is Indifference like a falling snowflake. 
Being real is the jewl of a sparkling waterfall.
crystalized and Frozen in time with seconds to spare till the end of a rising rainbow.
She is there to love you and he is there to hug you till the endless path of your hearts flowing red with the passion inside
out.
This is it ! you only have one chance to love! so wrap yourself around the good the bad and the future that will be a
crystal showing only forever happiness.
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 Life through my lens.

New documentary style show, combining Pet, wildlife and adventure Photography with knowledgeable Photography tips,
for anybody who is interested in learning simple photographing that will inhance their skills. This is a promo video of the
up coming series starting in March 2011. Enjoy and subscribe. http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dhZH9TPCMbM
Please subscribe for more videos.
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 Golden bird of prey

In my eyes you are the beauty of a diamond, a sharpness of the painted flowers of yesterdays future and everybodys
ray of sunshine that glistens a top a white cap mountain.Let me take the wings you gave me and glide in the direction
that will only lead to friendship and passion......I'm your Golden bird of prey and you will always be my gold.
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 Holding your heart.

  It's fine by me that you are fine and you understand me when I screw up. 
I'm fine by ur body next to my heart. 
I enjoy ur words of a holding poem that is a short walk to my positive energy. Right here right now is the moment I was
waiting for and here beside me is all the beauty I need to relax next to a tree on a beach that is a palm... that is holding
my heart, and your smile. 
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 The apple of my eye.

When I first saw you I knew I had a good eye.
When I finally met you, it was as sweet as an apple. I live each day with you as if it was my first day and Hoping it will
never be my last.
In my heart you are "The apple of my eye".
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 Having you.

When you held my hand it felt like magic. 
When you hold me close and say Im your addiction like sugar it's my taste for your kisses that is always sweet.
you are my ending to a perfect day, and the beginning of something that will never end. 
If you take the first two letters of beautiful, 
"having you!" makes me everything I want to always "BE".
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 Always my first.

  Saving the best thing forever is at last the greatest thing on Earth.
Saving yourself from being a LEFT over is doing the RIGHT way and to me that is everything at it's best and at it's worst.
You are the Earths dream come true and I'm ecstatic to live this world with you, and by you I mean the best thing left last
is you being always my first. 
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 True friendship.

 Favorite times stands still for all to see into our future and past and only our
 R elationship we can be as one and more then 4ever, take a walk in the world  
 I ntimacy will show it's true self, and take a look into the eyes of self-a-steam an
 E ternity of realism, a fire burning till the end of time.Take a look backwards as you
 N ever listen to that person who loves you more then life it self, and it's a
 D ynasty to be with you never to live, never to cry, and never to hurt.
 a true "F.R.I.E.N.D"
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 Inside me is inside you.

My mouth is dry with a thought of birthday wishes. I wish I am I wish come true that My day of birth is so very true and
it's in my world I live each day that you are always close and never far away from my hands I clasp together to form
every bit of you inside me, I love and inside you my heart.
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 Stopping my heart.

On a sunny day could mean a milkyway, a happy day is never to far from a freeway leading into feelings as beautiful as
a rainbow.
You have a smile sweet internity that one would never pass by without falling off the ends of time, a time worth living a
time worth enjoying and that is why you my angel is the light never to dim and never to stop my heart from breathing.
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 All persons want to be...

I love you my friend, you make me happy to me and I love life more because of this.
The way you hold me tight is a sense of accomplishment, which I understand.
To agree with you is to lay my head on your shoulder of wonder.
Let me listen to your thoughts, please empty your feelings so I may rest my soul
and find myself where all persons want to be...in your arms.
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 That's life.

  Express the sayings that brings you closer to that Expression" Myself, my everything, My life, thats life." and you will
stand still but never alone.
Say what you mean and never back down from what you desire, and your world will grow and love you back ten
thousand time "your self, your anything, your life and THAT!!! is life.  
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 Always beautiful

Like a spiders web, life sometimes SPINS out of control,listen to your heart,and follow on the path to a raindrops
rainbow glistening from a charlotte's web.
Beauty is everywhere and it take the reflection from a stunning smile to love once twice from A) to b), put yourself
together and you are!!!!! 
A) ways B) eautiful.
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 You fill my life.

Standing among a quiet cloud hovering over the loudness of a true love that is my missing link with every discovery I
make about you falls deeper and deeper into the puzzle I dream of and when the dust clears there is only one thing left
to fill my life.....It's you standing holding my hand and my heart.
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 total passion.

  You are the best. 
You are my savior,the one I look up to and never forget. You are never alone because you are with me, I am never
without hope because you are beside me, as I sleep I feel you next to me, a warm body of heat that will always give me
warmth.
It's that one word that sends me over the edge of total light that brings me the freedom to be me and it's not the word of
"me" that is total passion it's that word I want to always love me....."You"  
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 Shhhhhh it's a secret.

The secrets that is held within the summer breeze, is the whispers of the saint we call ourselves,it's the right things we
do that never does wrong and to feel this is felt by all around you. I found the place to call myself and I owe this to you
and to me. 
As easy as a heart break can be a whole and never replaced, it's the surrender we will have to do to be with me, myself
and I and you are not to far behind the true passion I feel only for you, yourself and  truth that you and I are never a
secret and never on hold.
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 Life can give you.

My body is my soul, my mind is my body,To hold me close is to be held by her inner self,
I do love myself and only by the hand  that once held a love so deep
that the loss of life is the gain of myself. 
Never trust the whisper of life, only imbrace and Sacrifice with 
what you only know is true. The eyes that showed you love
has risen up to show you the greatest energy that life can give you......a smile.
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 My new video on Youtube

Like a tube that you slide into the meaning of life and the meaning of living, it's the powers of human love that forces us
to feel the touch of many colours that blossems around you.It's those feelings from when You tubed down the mountain
that reached upwards to where you are most happy...So stay there with only happy thoughts. 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DHScREkfkJY
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 Funny.

It's funny to look at yourself the way you do.
It's funny to find humor in the way you find yourself.
It's ha ha to be the humor in everybodys life that you grace.
I'm not being funny when I say it's your humor that gets me through each day.
To be honest you and your funny ways is what puts the smile on my face each day.
To be honest it's your smile I fell in love with and I want to say thank you for being
FUNNY.
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 WIN dow

A window looking out in the world, staring at the person who you are and maybe not. A split in time a time to pander the
pane of a windows surface that is only skin deep. There is always a way to reflect what can not be seen when the the
window is scratched. Take a deep breath and let the bungy catch your Grand canyon that weighs you down and when
you spring back up you will have reached above the clouds surface and there you will see the brightness of the suns
rays as it warms your bodys spirit. There you will have done the first half of WIN dow.
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 My future knowing

Slowly but shirley the days fly by my future knowing. My knowing is my knowledge and the thoughts I draw from with in
my minds flowing pictures are nothing more then happy images that my smile will never fade. Take my words,and my
body to a place where my muscles ache for your laughter and now you know my future knowing.
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 Footsprints

Ice cold warm heart beating back the oceans flooding, and it's the desire actions that sweeps me off my rising passion to
always step forward.
Girl I miss you and I show it when you are nowhere around, and It's your footprints you leave behind that lets me know
that you my beautiful passion will always keep my heart beating strong
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 A standing shadow

It's that shadow of the moons breeze that interupts our flow of many thoughts
and an after effect can change the world and our imagination of flowing images.
Put your arms around yourself and make reality a true warmth that the sun is your mind that makes you happy and
happiness is never a shadow when I'm standing in yours. 
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 Love my burning lava

Like lava it's our flowing heat that radiates from the hearts that sometimes hurts but it's the burning desire to be with you
when all is great and it's that softness of the lighted flower of our inner thoughts that when all isn't great that I still want
everything about you because just like lava, the feelings for you are never warm but alway a burning desire. 
This is love my burning lava.
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 My precious diamond.

Shhhhht! my whisper softly a spoken word that fills your ear with my only words a lovely message, please love my mind
a growing heart, and only you my only diamond a precious gem, a growing passion that is my heart and as I hold you so
very tight I hope to crush you into that special rock that is everything that is love and lust into one my precious diamond.
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 Frozen tear drops

A little shiver alot of feelings that sometimes holds you at a stand still.
A little feeling of many frozen tear drops of a day by day and a touching reflection.
Give me warmth and give me strength to pass my heart to the one who needs it most. A frozen heartbeat is nothing
more then a solarflare that will melt my beating heart and the way to your everything stopped in time...... my love.
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 Utmost passion

Further then you a feather that flys is the shortest distance to my heart. The faster you fly the slower you glide is the
namesake that brings me to the ends of the Earth, and where I stand now is the correct arrow that you shoot to pearce
my heart that is anything but hate and my utmost passion of love.
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 My Ocean's breeze.

An oceans breeze an orange sky, let no sunset leave your mind. A yellow fusion a blowing wind that has every thought
of a lovers memory, I love thy friend I love my heart that gives to all who holds me close. You are my dream a beautiful
image I see even when I'm wide awake, and I want you to know that I will swim the oceans currents of the setting sun to
be with you my Ocean's breeze. 
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 From here and there

I remember when I came from the place where I love to go and there is no other place that I rather be. I remember this
place a place of greatness a place of everything amazing and nothing was wrong. I remember and that is the most
important thing in life.   It's right next to you.
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 This is my new "Life through my lens" video.

I decided to show cases my once upon a time Professional dancing skills and then my photography and patience are put
to the ultimate challenge as I go for a run around with a very cute 6 month old Poodle cross Maltese. 
 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R5-oJKvsVIQ 
  
Enjoy and Subscribe if you want to see more 
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 My oxygen

With my image of the setting sands of time drifting away I prey for your beauty to live on inside me when days are short
and passion is fresh. I love to be held and to hold onto myself when the sun has now set and the darkness is filled with
the whisper of the insects of every sound that is laughter. You are my feelings I will never let go of and you are the heat
that boils the love I call fresh air. 
With every breath I take in I'm reminded of the number one thing.. you....My oxygen.
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 Larger then life

As I look forward I'm reminded how fresh the sounds of myself that I want in yourself and nothing more and nothing
sore, but I take small steps to you because when I finally get to you I know that "in deep" is my shallowness to grip my
reality that I'm standing in the circle of life that my small steps towards you and that will give me the greatest thing ever
that's Larger then life.... 
You.
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 Truth of joy.

Joy? is the intensity of one's smile towards life.
Joy? is the combination of hate and love fighting to make it right.
Joy? a beautiful person, a beautiful smile, a beautiful first kiss! Now that's just beautiful.
perfect happiness is being in one's memory, a true amazement, a true lifes chance that you must lead to always have
truth in your joy!
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 My new video

Please enjoy my new video. 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d3xRM8Lfans
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 Another time.

Another time another way to give freedom to a loving person.
Another friend another person to be all you can be and in the blowing wind of a disappearing time, is passion and caring
that will last forever in your heart.
Kiss me softly and have me ever so perfect. Hug me with all your strength and I will softly touch you in this time and
another.
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 Being first and last.

Let me be the first and last in this time and space to find all wisdom of my mothers nature as she kisses the gently
visions of my past. a place of love, happiness and greatness that only a sweet heaven on Earth and let me dwell on your
beauty that has everything that our world needs to live.   I found you and please look me up and never remember the
forgetful thoughts that is a lure of my fancy because deep inside our everything is you my everyone I ever wanted to be
first and last. 
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  i want to give you.....

Put yourself left then move right and you will dicover quickly that every move you decide to make will always be correct.
Step lightly step where you want to go and the universe will forever be your friend. It's the sweet sensation of one's heart
that kick starts the beating reactions of you as a person, live the adventure be the adventure and in the end you will
always be beside yourself and it's you that moves from side to side is my smile I want to give you.
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 Warming? a touch of ice.

Warming? my heart filled with love when your hands are on ice, this is another time another amazing place that  I always
want to be. It is the warming of your touch that has always taken me on a journey through my reality and fantasy that
you are my Princess a living dynasty boiling hot and boiling over.
The truth is I'm lying! here waiting for you. The lying is NEVER! but I will from the beginning to the end of time, always
and forever be truthful about Standing up for you to love me.
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 Energy that flows

My life is surreal and I try to be as real as I can be, even with my thoughts are like a rainbow, from bottom to the top then
back down but remember that just like a rainbow, life for me is always beautiful, just like you, so Lets try and be what we
can 4see when life is at it's best and lets triumph over red, blue, yellow and most important my thoughts are of you with
an energy that always flow.
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 A reason to doubt...

Ex! is a reason to doubt.
memorys! a reason to love.
Embracing! a path to how ever to where ever! 
How clever to like to love and favour your flaver I want to hold and be held forever. It's you this she I need, I wonder your
passion how wonderful and clever that you are my eyes, my lips, myself in you and this is my words about you my Ex...

treme, I love you no doubt. It will always be.......About you
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 what I believe in....

I believe in freedom when we are snuggling, I will be all I can be when I'm in your arms.
Let me free, Dom inate the passion we cherish and understand I will never leave you when it's your arms that hold me
happy ever after, and I love your touch that has me over wealmed with emotions, that you are and will be my eyes that I
see only a sweetness that is you my belief I believe in.
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 Heart you Attack.

I grow as a person when the watering stops, but the person who holds strong will have many days of growth to lead the
way to love, passion and happiness to be the leader that I'm searching for, and when in turn you are a breaker of many
hearts but you are a person who will know how to heal and protect. 
You grow with me as we move up towards our insanity and the heart you attack and conquer, is mine that I let you.
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 Lasting flame

Imagine with light as in sounds of your breath as the sun dawns down on your love that grows stronger each day, I am
your strength and you are my ever lasting flame I call life. 
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 The right place.

Beautiful? isn't the wrong place in life.
Beautiful? isn't how or when they are with you.
Beautiful? is always with you when life is upside down.
Beautiful ! is words that will always bring a smile to your face.
When you have a face of an angel it's easy to say that you are beautiful.
You are beautiful my friend and I know in my heart I'm in the right place in life.
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 Beauty

Let me discover the beauty that hides insides you, let me find the Universe that makes you happy. A discovery of such
passion is a treasure to open and hold onto forever. I travel far and wide to search the mountain tops that is you and I
discover that The beauty that I'm looking for is a mirror reflection of myself and It's you I want to give these words that is
my treasure for it is true... " Beauty: B-efore E-verything A U-niverse T-ruly is      Y-ou."
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 In my direction.

How do I keep you when your eyes are looking in another direction?
How do I make you fall for me when I'm silent?
How is it possible to give you my life when you are quiet?
Is it a possiblity that you can enjoy my smile when it rains?
Raindrops fall and I see you through every liquid sunshine that drops!
your eyes are every colour of my rainbow I see clear and no matter which way I look, no matter which way I turn, you will
always be in my direction. 
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 Always walking beside you.

You are my grace, and as I walk beside you I notice how graceful you are in every step you take.
Besides you, it is my life that is great and when I look into my life, it is you that is my greatness that gives me the
strength to stand tall and move forward towards the tulips I tiptoe through and it isn't until I kneel down and smell the
romance I have always dreamt off when I notice that I have blossomed into the position that I want to be in, and that is
always walking beside you. 
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 A beautiful Fairytale.

A beautiful fairytale a dream well wretten a tale that has ended so abruptly that my princess has seen the light and I try
to smile and think happy beginnings and my tail is between a life that I walk and trip to only rise up to a new friendship,
my beautiful fairy as I watch her , I must grow and will forever never forget that life is an adventure, a climb to the top
and succeed where I have failed.Kiss me once and you have my attention, hug my soul and our friendship will grow.
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 Tulips

Around and around is as straight as an arrow in a world full of ups and downs, let me state that two wrongs don't make it
right when I always go left, I live to laugh even when my smile is facing the ground. Take me as I am and will always
like, hate, give, take but always love.                         I wish to be a person to walk the speed of light fore when the
lightning has faded within the black and burned out space is the flowers of endless beauty that is you my Tulips I love to
kiss.
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 Your love.. Your passion.

loving, and passion are words that are in history and are always in the making, holding on to these words are a passion
all to it self and to think about it is a dream that is a reality and giving of the poeple around you, is all you can do to get
by.                                                                    Everytime your heart beats you know you are one more step closer to the
closest sunbeam that touches the heart that beats a thousand times, and Now you know the last thought you should
have is in your history...your love and Passion.
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 always believe

Never stop believing when it's words of true meaning.Never stop hoping when you believe in your words that make you
feel hope. Till you stop and smell the roses will you have everything you ever wanted, Till you begin to believe in
yourself is when you will have an unstoppable reason to never stop being in you, a dream you will always believe in.
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